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We examine the ability of two-stage free-energy perturbation methods to yield solid-phase free
energies using a system of harmonically coupled particles as a reference. We consider two ways to
construct a reference system, one based on derivatives of the intermolecular potential of the target
system of interest !the conventional choice in lattice dynamics", and the other based on analysis of
pairwise configurational correlations observed in simulations of the target system. For each case, we
consider two perturbation techniques that compute the free energy difference between the target and
reference systems while avoiding lengthy thermodynamic integration procedures. The methods are
overlap sampling as optimized by Bennett, and umbrella sampling optimized in a similar fashion.
Such methods require at most two simulations to yield a result, but they can fail if the target and
reference do not share a sufficiently large set of relevant configurations. In particular, failure can be
expected for large systems, and we examine the question of how large a system can be before this
point is reached. Our test case is a face-centered cubic system of r!12 soft spheres, and we find that
for systems of up to 108 particles the methods are accurate for all temperatures up to melting; for
systems of 256 particles the methods begin to break down at about half the melting temperature.
Significantly, we observe that the correction to the harmonic reference is only weakly dependent on
system size, suggesting an N-hybrid technique in which perturbation is applied to a small system
and the result added to a large-system harmonic reference to obtain a good estimate of the correct
large-system free energy. We also examine these approaches, along with thermodynamic integration
in temperature, with respect to their computational efficiency. We find that Bennett’s method using
a derivative-based harmonic reference is the most efficient of all those examined, particularly when
employed in the N-hybrid method. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3432255$

I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Knowledge of the free energy is needed for rigorous
evaluation of thermodynamic stability, including that related
to phase equilibria. Over the years, many methods have been
proposed and developed to compute free energies via mo-
lecular simulation.1 The free energy is rarely computed di-
rectly, but rather the relative free energy with respect to a
reference system !often one with known thermodynamic
properties" is calculated. One application of particular impor-
tance is in the study of crystalline solids.2,3 The method of
choice here usually involves thermodynamic integration, and
techniques differ in the formulation of the integration path.
Among the earliest approaches is the single-occupancy cell
method,4 in which the solid-state free energy is found by
integrating from a low-density state in which noninteracting
atoms are each confined in a spherical cell, to the solid state
of interest. Probably the most popular method today is due to
Frenkel and Ladd,5 who employed thermodynamic integra-
tion !TI" following a path from the solid of interest to an
Einstein crystal, where all the atoms are tethered harmoni-
cally to their lattice sites and not interacting with each other.
A similar approach can be implemented instead using a ref-
erence of coupled harmonic oscillators, with interactions de-

termined via a second-order series expansion of the potential
of the target system.3,6 Another recent development is the
formulation of lattice-switch methods, which work through a
path that reversibly transforms one crystal into another.7 A
somewhat different approach is found in self-referential
methods,8,9 in which the crystal is grown to some multiple of
its original size by reversibly switching on certain degrees of
freedom; the extensive nature of the free energy is used to
extract an absolute free energy from this free-energy differ-
ence.

These methodologies have proven their reliability in de-
termining the free energy, but they require significant com-
putational effort and moreover they can be tedious to imple-
ment, particularly for molecular crystals. Thus it is a
nontrivial task to evaluate solid-phase free energies rigor-
ously, and consequently applications requiring many free-
energy calculations—such as screening of polymorphs—
rarely make use of them. Instead, crude approximations, such
as complete neglect of the entropy, are applied. This leads to
uncertainty in identifying the source of error when such
methods fail in predictive applications.

In this work, we will examine the capability of more
direct methods to obtain an absolute free energy. We consider
methods that use a system of coupled harmonic oscillators as
a reference. The harmonic system includes entropic effects,a"Electronic mail: kofke@buffalo.edu.
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but only approximately, so if we stop there we are still left
with the problem of assigning blame when predictive appli-
cations fail. Thus our aim is to improve on this estimate
while avoiding the lengthy multistep calculations involved in
TI and related techniques. The approach we focus on is free-
energy perturbation, applied in two two-stage forms that ei-
ther !1" requires simulation of only the target crystal system
and the harmonic reference !overlap sampling" or !2" re-
quires simulation of a hybrid system that encompasses both
the target and the reference systems !umbrella sampling".
See Fig. 1.

The system we examine here to test these schemes is the
inverse 12th-power soft-sphere model. This choice is moti-
vated by its simplicity and the fact that much is already
known about it from previous studies.11,12 In this model, the
interaction energy between two particles is given as

u!r" = !%"

r
&12

, !1"

where ! and " are the model energy and size parameters,
respectively, while r is the atomic separation distance. The
soft-sphere potential model is short-ranged and a function
only of the dimensionless scaling parameter !#"3"!$!"1/4,
with # and $ being the atomic density and the reciprocal of
temperature kT, respectively; k is the Boltzmann constant.
We examine both the face-centered cubic !fcc" and, to lesser
detail, the hexagonal close packed !hcp" crystal structures of
this model. In all of what follows we employ an entirely
classical treatment of the behavior.

In Sec. II, we will review the formalism and methods
employed in this study, including lattice dynamics, finite-size
effects, free-energy methods, and details of the present cal-
culations. Section III presents our free-energy calculation re-
sults and discussion. We will conclude the findings of this
report in Sec. IV.

II. FORMALISM AND METHODS

A. Lattice dynamics

Lattice dynamics13,14 !LD" methods are fundamental to
the study of thermodynamics and other behaviors of the solid
phase. In LD, the atoms in the crystal model are treated as a
network of coupled harmonic oscillators for which all mo-
tions can be recast in terms of independent normal modes.
The interactions between the atoms are defined by effective

harmonic “force constants,” which can be temperature- and
density-dependent. Justification for this approach is found in
the assumption of small atomic displacements. This feature
permits the force field to be approximated by a Taylor series,
for which the first nonzero term !apart from the static lattice
energy" is second order in the displacements, corresponding
to a harmonic potential. The method is useful because it
yields an analytic treatment, it connects to experimental ob-
servables, and it serves as a basis for understanding a wide
variety of phenomena. LD improves the estimate of the free
energy of a molecular crystal relative to the static lattice
energy by incorporating entropic contributions. As the name
implies, the lattice-dynamics treatment encompasses dy-
namical behavior of the crystal, but in our application we are
concerned only with the thermodynamics, and we will not
consider such aspects of the behavior.

In the following we introduce some of the basic formu-
las and notation encountered in LD treatments, and in
Sec. II B, we will review the thermodynamics. To simplify
the development we will work with expressions that are spe-
cific to N identical monatomic molecules of mass m with no
internal degrees of freedom occupying a three-dimensional
space of volume V.

Within the harmonic approximation the energy of a crys-
talline system can be expressed generally as

Uharm = Ulat + 1
2!T"! , !2"

where ! is a 3N-element column matrix that contains the
atomic displacement of each atom from its reference lattice
site and " is a symmetric 3N-by-3N force constant matrix;
Ulat is the static lattice energy of the system when every atom
is on its reference lattice site. Diagonalization of the qua-
dratic form results in an expression for the energy in terms of
the 3N normal-mode coordinates contained in the column
vector #

Uharm = Ulat + 1
2#T$# , !3"

where $ is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of ". The
real-space deviations ! can be linearly transformed into the
normal-mode coordinates # via

! = %# , !4"

where the columns of the 3N-by-3N % matrix are the or-
thogonal eigenvectors of matrix ", and for which the in-
verse equals the transpose: %!1=%T.

With proper formulation of the force constant matrix "
the harmonic system can present a reasonable approximation
to the real system described by the potential U. The obvious
choice for " is the Hessian matrix formed from the second
derivatives of the potential energy U with respect to the Car-
tesian displacements %: &ij =#2U /#%i#% j. This we will refer
to as the derivative-based !DB" choice of a harmonic system.

Alternatively, the harmonic system can approximate the
real system by matching the second-order correlations of the
displacements, as observed, for example, during a standard
Monte Carlo !MC" or molecular dynamics simulation. The
!symmetric" correlation matrix is

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the free-energy perturbation techniques: !a"
overlap sampling and !b" umbrella sampling. Square is a representation of
phase space, with ovals indicating regions important to each system. The
arrows depict the directions of the perturbations performed in the two meth-
ods. See Refs. 1 and 10.
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C ' (!!T) = (%##T%T) = %(##T)%T = kT%$!1%T,

!5"

where the angle brackets represent ensemble averages. Thus,
by diagonalizing the correlation matrix measured in a simu-
lation, we can define a harmonic system having the same
second-order correlations as the system it is approximating.
We simply let "=%$%T where % is formed from the
eigenvectors of C and each element of the diagonal matrix $
is given as kT times the reciprocal of the corresponding ei-
genvalue of C. We refer to this construction of a harmonic
approximation to the real system as the correlation-based
!CB" approach.

We anticipate that the CB method will give a better es-
timation of the real-system free energy than the DB method,
because it has more information about the behavior of atoms
away from their lattice sites. A detailed description for both
lattice-dynamics approaches, with extension to multiatomic
molecules, can be found in Dove.13 Dove describes how lat-
tice symmetries can be exploited to significantly reduce the
effort required to perform the analyses described above,
eliminating the need to perform numerical calculations of
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of large matrices. We did not
exploit these methods in the present work, preferring instead
to do the analysis via direct diagonalization of the 3N-by-3N
matrices that appear above. For applications involving mul-
tiatomic molecules it is likely that the more efficient tech-
niques reviewed by Dove would be indispensable.

B. Free energy and partition functions

In classical statistical mechanics, the canonical-ensemble
partition function, Q, of a system with free center-of-mass
!COM" is

Q =
1

N!h3N* exp#! $H!rN;pN"$drNdpN, !6"

where H is the Hamiltonian given as a function of Cartesian
positions r and momenta p and h is the Planck’s constant. It
is convenient to separate the partition function into configu-
rational and momentum components

Q = ZP , !7"

where

Z =
1

N!
* exp#! $U!rN"$drN, !7a"

with U the configurational potential energy, and

P = !2'mkT/h2"3N/2, !7b"

In all of what follows, contributions due to momentum de-
grees of freedom cancel when we form differences,15 so for
simplicity, we will ignore them in the subsequent develop-
ment.

The configurational integral can be expressed in terms of
the displacement coordinates

Z =* exp#! $U!!"$d! , !8"

where we drop the N! because the atoms are now made dis-
tinguishable by their connection to the lattice sites. Also, we
use d! to represent integration over all 3N coordinates in !,
which we do not permit to take on values large enough to
cause atoms to swap positions. We next convert the expres-
sion to normal-mode coordinates

Z = J* exp#! $U!#"$d# , !9"

where J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix, which for
this linear transformation is independent of the coordinates
and is simply equal to %. Thus J=1.

It is convenient to introduce a COM constraint, permit-
ting us to relate the target system to a harmonic reference
with both having a fixed COM. In the present formulation
this is particularly convenient because three of the normal-
mode coordinates describe COM translation in the three re-
spective Cartesian directions. Thus we can enforce the con-
straint simply by requiring the corresponding normal mode
coordinates to be zero. The unconstrained configurational in-
tegral is recovered by integrating the COM over a Wigner–
Seitz cell of volume VWS=V /N=1 /#, centered at the
origin.15 The COM normal-mode eigenvectors are normal-
ized to unity, so the three corresponding normal-mode coor-
dinates !(" must integrate over N3/2VWS to cover the full
Wigner–Seitz volume. Thus the COM-fixed and the uncon-
strained configurational integrals relate as

Z = ZCOMN3/2VWS. !10"

From this point we can introduce the harmonic reference
system with energy function given by Eq. !3", giving the
target-system configurational integral as a perturbation on it

Z = Zharm
COM%ZCOM

Zharm
COM&N3/2VWS, !11"

or in terms of the free energy per particle !again ignoring
momentum contributions"

$A

N
= !

1
N

ln Z =
$Aharm

COM

N
+

$AC

N
!

3
2

ln N

N
+

1
N

ln # , !12"

where we use $AC=!ln!ZCOM /Zharm
COM" to represent the correc-

tion needed to recover the target free energy from the har-
monic approximation. Calculation of this quantity is the fo-
cus of much of the remainder of this work. We note that the
last two terms arising from the COM correction vanish in the
thermodynamic limit, N!). The free energy of the !classi-
cal" harmonic reference also appearing in this equation is
given analytically

$Aharm
COM

N
=

$Ulat

N
+

1
2N +

i

3!N!1"

ln% *i

2'kT
& , !13"

where *i are the diagonal elements of $, which are the ei-
genvalues of ".

We now review methods for calculation of AC.
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C. Overlap sampling

Our focus in this study is the calculation of the correc-
tion through the use of two-stage free-energy perturbation
methods, in particular the overlap-sampling method16 and the
umbrella-sampling method.17 These methods have already
been described in detail elsewhere,16–20 so we will provide
only a brief review of the main equations here.

The basic idea of the overlap-sampling method is to
simulate only the two relevant systems: the harmonic refer-
ence system and the target system !soft spheres, in this
study". Throughout each simulation, “test” perturbations are
conducted into a system that would !were it simulated"
sample only configurations that are seen in both the reference
and target systems, and thus is in the region where the con-
figurations of the systems overlap #see Fig. 1!a"$. Direct per-
turbation can provide an unbiased result with a reasonable
amount of sampling only if the perturbation is performed
into a system whose important configurations are a subset of
those configurations that are sampled.1,16 Configurations in
the overlap region are by definition important to both
sampled systems, so each perturbation calculation can be ex-
pected to provide an accurate result, if implemented properly.
A suitable definition of the overlap system has probability
density %OS as

%OS =
e0e1

e1 + +e0
. !14"

Here, the subscript 0 denotes the harmonic system and 1
represents the soft-sphere target system, and the Boltzmann
factors for the harmonic and the soft-sphere system are ex-
pressed as e0 and e1, respectively. The parameter + for an
optimal implementation has a value related to the free-energy
difference between systems 0 and 1, where optimum + value
is given as +=exp!!$,A", which Bennett18 showed mini-
mizes the variance of the overall free energy. Overlap sam-
pling with this intermediate is known as Bennett’s method.
We estimated + from a short overlap-sampling simulation.
During the short simulation, we propose a range of + values
and select the value that closely matches exp!!$,A".

The free-energy difference between the harmonic and
soft-sphere systems can be determined by finding the ratio of
the averages obtained by perturbing each system into the
overlap region. The working equation is given as

-OS = ,%OS

e0
-

0
.,%OS

e1
-

1
. !15"

(%OS /ei)i is the average computed by sampling system i,
measuring the overlap function, %OS with the Boltzmann fac-
tor of the system i as sampling weight. The free-energy cor-
rection term, AC is calculated by taking the logarithm of the
overlap ratio, -

AC = A1 ! A0 = ! kT ln!-" . !16"

In order to perform the overlap sampling, we must run two
different simulations: one sampling the configurations based
on the harmonic potential and the other based on sampling
the target potential. We use MC methods in both cases. How-
ever, in sampling the harmonic system, no Markov chain is

required. Instead, each normal mode coordinate (i !exclud-
ing the three that cause COM motion" is sampled directly
from respective Gaussian distributions with weights exp!
!*i(i

2 /2kT". The normal mode coordinates are then con-
verted into atomic displacements in the real space coordinate
system according to Eq. !4".

The target system is simulated using standard MC
methods21 applied to the soft-sphere model in the NVT en-
semble. In each proposed trial move, two atoms are moved at
a time in such a way that the geometric center of the system
is not changed.

D. Umbrella sampling

Umbrella sampling17,19 is also another powerful tech-
nique to determine the free-energy difference between the
two systems. In the umbrella-sampling method, the umbrella
region encompasses phase spaces of both the target and ref-
erence systems, such that each is a configuration subset of
the umbrella system #Fig. 1!b"$. In the simulation, we sample
the configurations according to the umbrella-sampling
weight, which we have defined as

%US = !e1
s + !+e0"s"1/s. !17"

The free-energy difference between the two studied systems
can be calculated from Eq. !16", with - given by

-US = , e1

%US
-

US
., e0

%US
-

US
, !18"

where the “US” on the angle brackets indicates sampling in
the umbrella system.

The optimized parameter + is exp!!$,A". Unlike over-
lap sampling, the choice of + affects sampling, so it cannot
be determined after the fact through analysis of the simula-
tion data. Instead it must be given through an iterative pro-
cess of simulation and adjustment. In this work, the + value
used in the umbrella sampling is adopted from optimum
value calculated from the short overlap-sampling simulation
mentioned above. Also, we use s=1 instead of s=2, which
was previously advocated by Han.20 The selection of the pa-
rameter s is significant and a smaller s value is argued19 to
lower the energy barrier between the two studied systems,
and thereby to increase the simulation efficiency.

E. Thermodynamic integration

In this study, we also applied TI in temperature to estab-
lish an accurate baseline free energy that we can use to gauge
the accuracy of the methods under consideration. The basic
working equation is

$ACOM!T1" = $ACOM!T0" ! *
T0

T1 UCOM!T"
kT2 dT . !19"

It is helpful to separate the harmonic contribution to the en-
ergy
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Uharm
COM = Ulat + 3

2 !N ! 1"kT . !20"

We take the lower limit of integration to approach zero tem-
perature where the DB harmonic model provides an essen-
tially exact value of the free energy, then

$ACOM!T1" = $Aharm
COM!T1" ! *

0

T1 1
kT2 !U!T"

! Uharm!T""COMdT . !21"

Thus the integral directly provides a measure of the correc-
tion AC. We evaluate it by collecting simulation data for
U!T" and fitting the integrand to a sixth-order polynomial in
T

1
kT2 !U!T" ! Uharm!T""COM = +

n=0

6

cnTn. !22"

Then

$AC!T" = ! +
n=1

7
1
n

cn!1Tn. !23"

F. Simulation details

We consider the system of soft spheres in the canonical
!NVT" ensemble at a density #"3=1.256, for which the melt-
ing temperature is kT /!=1.2147.12 The well known scaling
relations for this model12,22 permit behavior at any other den-
sity to be extracted from the temperature-dependent data, if
so desired. When simulating near the melting temperature we
introduce a tether constraint to the atoms in the system, im-
posing a hard-tether potential around the lattice site with a
radius of a half of the distance between the lattice site and its
nearest neighbor. This “site constraint potential” serves to
restrain the movement of the atoms to prevent the loss of
lattice structure in the smaller systems at high temperature.

We expect that the free-energy methods we examine here
will fail when the simulated system becomes large. One of
the questions that motivates this study is to see how large the
system can be before this failure sets in. Accordingly we
study several systems sizes, specifically those having 32,
108, and 256 particles, respectively. To reduce the finite-size
effects in these studied systems, in all cases the infinite-
system lattice sum was used to calculate the static lattice
energy, $Ulat /N. The value of the quantity, Ulat /N! is calcu-
lated to be 3.773 954 706.

50.106 MC simulation steps !where a step represents a
proposed MC trial" were run to collect the results for each
free-energy method, except the DB approach. In overlap
sampling, the 50.106 MC steps are distributed between two
direct perturbations: each from the target or reference sys-
tems into the intermediate region. The number of MC steps
in each perturbation is adjusted to minimize the uncertainty
in -. In umbrella sampling, the 50.106 steps are allocated
to sample both systems according to the umbrella potential
as described in Eq. !17". The error of the free-energy values
reported here is estimated from the standard error of the ra-
tios of each perturbation in the simulation.

No uncertainty is reported for the uncorrected DB har-
monic approach because all calculations involved analytical
or numerical methods that have no stochastic error. The re-
sults determined from the CB approach have uncertainty in-
troduced by the simulations measuring the pair correlations.
We estimate this through analysis of 15 independent simula-
tion runs and find that the resulting error in $A /N is very
small, and on the order of 10!5. Thus the primary source of
stochastic error in our results originates with the perturbation
methods. In most cases, the uncertainties of these calculated
results are fairly small and do not register on the plots pre-
sented in Sec. III. However, for the larger system sizes at
higher temperatures the error bars become quite large, and
moreover we notice that the standard propagation of error
fails to give us an appropriate estimation for the uncertainty.
As a remedy, we introduce a procedure to find the uncer-
tainty for the reported free-energy value when the propaga-
tion of error fails. This procedure is detailed in the Appendix.

In the TI method, the free energy is calculated by inte-
grating the fitted internal-energy equation from the reference
state to the thermodynamic state of interest. Error can be
introduced by both the fitting function as well as stochastic
errors in the fitted data. To estimate contributions resulting
from the latter, we generate a sample of internal energy val-
ues at each temperature from a Gaussian distribution cen-
tered on the average and with standard deviation given by
the standard error in the energy. We fit each such set to its
own curve and integrate to generate a corresponding free-
energy curve. This procedure is carried out 100 times to de-
termine an independent set of relative free energies which
are subjected to the usual error analysis. The uncertainty in
$A /N determined from this procedure is found to be of the
order 10!4, which is again smaller than the resolution of most
of the plots. We also examined the effect of fitting the data
using lower-order polynomials, and we find that the effect on
the calculated free energy is again of the order 10!4.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Free-energy calculation results

There are two key choices that we explored in applica-
tion to the soft-sphere test system. They are as follows: !a"
the harmonic reference, CB or DB; and !b" the two-stage
perturbation sampling technique—Bennett’s optimized
overlap-sampling method !Ben" or the umbrella-sampling
method !Umb". All the different approaches we explore here
are summarized in Table I.

We evaluate our absolute free-energy results by taking
differences with respect to the free energy obtained by TI,
which we take to be the correct value

$,A!T" = $Amethod!T" ! $ATI!T" . !24"

Except as described below, all comparisons are made at a
consistent system size; that is, the DB and CB calculations
are made based on interactions in a system of size N, the Ben
and Umb calculations are performed on systems of the same
size N, and the energies used for TI were computed by inte-
grating energies from simulations of N spheres.
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Figures 2–4 present plots of the free-energy difference
per particle, defined in Eq. !24". Each plot shows a different
system size, N=32, 108, and 256 particles, respectively, and
the temperature ranges from zero to the melting temperature.
A result coinciding with the zero line on the plot indicates
that the corresponding method provides the correct free en-
ergy for that N. For perspective, we note that complete ne-
glect of the entropy, in which the free energy is approxi-
mated by the lattice energy alone, would show on the plot !if
given a much larger scale" as a curve diverging logarithmi-
cally !given that the model is entirely classical" at T=0 and
rising to about /5 at melting.

In Figs. 2 and 3, we can observe that the Helmholtz free
energies determined from both the Ben and Umb methodolo-
gies are in excellent agreement with TI results for both the
32- and 108-particle system sizes. We also notice that the
lattice-dynamics results !CB and DB" are consistently under-
estimating the true free energy, not surprisingly becoming
worse at higher temperatures. At higher temperatures, atoms
deviate more from their lattice position and explore interac-
tions that are not well characterized by the harmonic ap-
proximation. Conventional wisdom3 holds that the anharmo-
nicity of the vibration for the atoms becomes significant
when the system is at more than 50% of its melting tempera-
ture, but this seems to be an arbitrary threshold, at least for
the soft-sphere model. As expected, the CB approach, which
requires input from simulation, gives a better result than the

DB approach when each is taken by itself. However with the
Umb or Ben corrections applied, the choice of the DB versus
CB harmonic reference has no significant effect on the qual-
ity of the calculated free energies.

Results for the 256-particle system size, presented in
Fig. 4, are clearly showing signs of failure of the perturba-
tion methods, particularly umbrella sampling. The results de-
termined from both the overlap and umbrella samplings are
in good agreement with the TI results at low temperatures
but the results start to become noisy when the temperature
increases. The overlap- and umbrella-sampling methods fail
when the configuration spaces become larger !here, with in-
creasing number of atoms" while the proportion of configu-
rations that the target and reference have in common be-
comes vanishingly small. Umbrella sampling fails
completely before the melting temperature is reached, and
while overlap sampling provides reasonable results even up
to melting, the quality of the data is unsatisfactory. Clearly
the limits of the methods are reached for this number of
atoms.

Despite the apparent limits demonstrated by these re-
sults, there is a key observation to make that permits us to

TABLE I. The list of methods under consideration.

Methods of consideration

CB harmonic, no correction
DB harmonic, no correction
Overlap-sampling correction to CB !BenCB"
Overlap-sampling correction to DB !BenDB"
Umbrella-sampling correction to CB !UmbCB"
Umbrella-sampling correction DB !UmbDB"

FIG. 2. System with N=32 particles. Error #Eq. !24"$ in the calculated free
energy per particle as function of temperature kT /! for the six methods
examined in this study. The solid lines are aids to the eyes. Confidence
limits are smaller than the symbols.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for N=108 particles.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for N=256 particles.
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extract from this what may be a useful technique. We note in
particular the similarity of the curves for each harmonic
approach—especially the DB approach—across the three fig-
ures !the noticeable difference in the CB curve for N=32 is
related to the need to use a tethering constraint at high tem-
perature for this small system". The apparent invariance of
the error in the harmonic approximation suggests that we can
measure the correction AC for a small system !where the
perturbation method is effective" and apply it to the har-
monic approximation for a much larger system, and in this
manner obtain a good, rapid estimate of the free energy,
while minimizing other errors resulting from finite-size ef-
fects. We test this idea in Fig. 5. Here we use TI for N
=500 as the baseline correct value of the free energy as a
function of temperature, and we compute differences from
this using several approaches. First, to demonstrate the mag-
nitude of the finite-size errors, we plot results from TI ap-
plied to 108 and 256 particles !we do not show N=32 be-
cause it is below off the scale of the plot, leveling off at
about $,A /N=!0.2 at the highest temperature". Second, we
plot the DB harmonic free energy as calculated for a system
of 500 particles. Then we include corrections AC to this free
energy as calculated by Bennett-optimized overlap sampling
applied to systems of 32 and 108 particles. The effectiveness
of this last method is clear. It provides free energies in near-
perfect agreement with the correct value for N=500, with
accuracy that exceeds even the much more computationally
expensive 108- and 256-particle TI. We refer to this ap-
proach, involving the combination of a harmonic system of
one size with a perturbation calculation on another system
size, as the N-hybrid method.

In Fig. 6, we examine the finite-size effects more explic-
itly. This plot presents the free energy at the melting tem-
perature as a function of the reciprocal of the system size, so
that the intercept at zero corresponds to the infinite-system
limit. The free energy here is now presented as the excess
free energy, formed as a difference relative to an ideal gas at
the same temperature and density, $Aex /N=$!A!AIG" /N,

where $AIG /N=ln #!1+ln!2'N" /2N !again ignoring mo-
mentum contributions". Let us examine the leading-order
N-dependence of Aex for large N. Starting from Eq. !12", we
write this as

$Aex

N
=

$Aharm
COM

N
+

$AC

N
!

3
2

ln N

N
! %ln # ! 1 +

ln!N"
2N

& ,

!25"

where we have discarded any terms of order 1 /N or higher.
Hoover23 has shown that the free energy of a lattice of har-
monic oscillators with nearest-neighbor interactions
has a leading N dependence as !ln N" /N: $Aharm

COM /N
= !$Aharm

COM /N"N!)+ !ln N" /N; we have confirmed this result
through analysis the N dependence of the !slightly different"
harmonic system of interest to this work, which has all atoms
interacting with each other through a harmonic potential #Eq.
!4"$. Likewise, Polson et al.15 have shown that the total ex-

FIG. 5. Plot of $,A /N #with legend indicating “method” in Eq. !24"$ as
function of temperature kT /!. ATI is calculated with the 500-particle system.
TI is thermodynamic integration with indicated system size. The notation
Hybrid500–32 indicates the harmonic free energy determined from DB us-
ing 500 particles corrected with BenDB using 32 particles. Confidence lim-
its are smaller than the symbols.

FIG. 6. Plot of $Aex /N+ln!N" /N vs 1 /N at !a" melting condition, kT /!
=1.2147 and !b" kT /!=0.5, with #"3=1.256. The notation HybridInf indi-
cates harmonic free energy extrapolated to infinite size, !$Aharm

COM /N"N!)

with AC from smaller system sizes !32, 108, and 256 particles"; for this
method no ln!N" /N term is added. The Polson et al., N!) is the extrapo-
lated value from Polson et al., which is 9.226 08!7". The last digit in paren-
theses is the 67% confidence limit.
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cess free energy varies to leading order as $Aex /N
= !$Aex /N"N!)! !ln N" /N. This behavior is fully realized on
the right-hand side of Eq. !25" on combining the N depen-
dence of Aharm

COM plus the ln!N" /N terms explicitly appearing
there. We conclude then that the leading N dependence of
$AC /N is of order 1 /N or higher.

Following Polson et al.15 we present $Aex /N in Fig. 6
with ln!N" /N added to remove the leading N dependence. In
the plot we present results of our calculations for BenDB and
TI, as well as the data reported by Polson et al. !who exam-
ined system sizes from N=216 to 12 096". Our results differ
slightly from Polson et al. where they overlap in N, and this
may be explained by the use of a different box shape for the
simulations. We also show calculations using the N-hybrid
method. For this calculation we extrapolated the free energy
of the DB harmonic system to an infinite system !using sys-
tem sizes from 23 328 to 42 592 particles and a linear fit in
1 /N", obtaining the result !$Aharm

COM /N"N!)=8.2991 at the
melting condition. To this we add the correction AC deter-
mined via Bennett overlap sampling applied to 32, 108, and
256 particles. This variation with N is what is referenced by
the abscissa of the plot. Further, we do not add any additional
ln!N" /N term, because all of the ln!N" /N terms in Eq. !25"
are defined with respect to the !infinite-N" DB harmonic ref-
erence, and thus are zero. Remarkably, the line is nearly
horizontal—not only is the ln!N" /N term zero, on this scale
there appears to be almost no N dependence at all. Part !b" of
the figure shows the same results, but at a temperature well
below melting; there are no comparable literature results to
include here. At this temperature, the lack of any N depen-
dence in the hybrid method is even starker. It leads us to
speculate that the weak N dependence seen in Fig. 6!a" may
be an artifact from the tether constraint, which has its great-
est influence for the small system near melting.

The extrapolations of the excess free energy to the ther-
modynamic limit, 1 /N=0, are shown on the figure, and for
the most part the results of the different methods do not
agree within their confidence limits, nor do they agree with
the extrapolated value given at melting by Polson et al. This
discrepancy must be attributed to the different manner in
which the extrapolated values are obtained, and in particular
the different system sizes that enter into each. It is likely that
higher-order terms are relevant at the scale of precision indi-
cated in the extrapolation, and for the small system sizes
used here. We find, for example, in the TI results that omis-
sion of the N=32 result and/or inclusion of a 1 /N2 term in
the fit moves the extrapolation toward the Polson et al. re-
sult. Nevertheless it is worth noting that HybridInf is consis-
tent with the extrapolation of Polson et al., considering its
confidence limit !which at 0.02% of the excess free energy is
still much larger than Polson et al.". This relatively good
performance can be attributed to the larger systems !up to
N=42 592" used in the extrapolation of the harmonic free
energy, and perhaps also to the very weak N-dependence of
the correction.

B. Relative stability of fcc and hcp structures

To demonstrate evaluation of relative stability between
two crystalline structures, we also applied the BenDB and

N-hybrid methods to calculate the free energy of the r!12

system for the hcp crystal structure at the melting condition
of the fcc crystal !#"3=1.256, kT /!=1.2147". We per-
formed simulations for 54 and 128 particles, respectively,
with two basis atoms in each unit cell. The system-size de-
pendence is very much as observed for the fcc crystal. When
analyzed as done in Fig. 6, the hcp data for BenDB regresses
to the line: 9.235!2"!7.6!1" /N, while the N-hybrid data fol-
low the line: 9.231!2"!0.2!1" /N, again showing a much at-
tenuated dependence on system size. Table II presents these
results, along with various approaches to estimate the free
energy, and compares these quantities for the two crystal
forms. In particular Table II presents the free-energy differ-
ence estimated by considering merely !1" the lattice energy
Ulat and !2" the lattice energy together with the DB LD con-
tribution #Eq. !13"$. Note that all the results are extrapolated
to the infinite system and are given in excess of the ideal gas
contribution, ln!#"!1.

The lattice energy by itself favors fcc, but by a very
small amount !0.003%". The entropic contribution captured
by LD overwhelms the lattice-energy difference, adding an
amount to each free energy that is 50 000 times greater than
the hcp-fcc difference, with the net effect of increasing the
difference by a factor of 30, still favoring fcc. The correction
to LD then adds to each free energy an amount that is 60
times greater than the hcp-fcc difference given by LD. How-
ever, the precision of the contributions determined here by
BenDB !and HybridInf" is barely sufficient for this applica-
tion, as they contribute almost statistically equal amounts to
each crystal free energy, and thereby introduce uncertainty
that is of the order of the free-energy difference. Additional
sampling could improve this situation. The results are still
consistent !within the uncertainty limit" with the slightly
more precise difference reported by Polson et al.15

From these results, we can clearly see that the entropic
contribution plays a significant role in determining the rela-
tive stability between the two crystalline structures. The
magnitude of contributions from both LD and its correction
are very large compared to the free-energy difference being
measured. This case may be atypical because the lattice en-
ergies for the two structures are very close, but nevertheless
it does demonstrate a case in which entropic contributions to
the free energy—even just that exceeding the lattice-
dynamics estimate—can have a significant influence on the
relative stability of polymorphs.

C. Computational efficiency

In this part of the study, we compare the efficiency of the
various methods that we have examined to calculate the ab-

TABLE II. Values and estimates of excess free energy $Aex /N of hcp and
fcc crystals.

Method hcp fcc Difference, hcp-fcc

Lattice energy 3.879 076 542 3.878 970 629 0.000 105 913
LD 9.074 443 205 9.071 201 868 0.003 241 338
BenDB 9.235!2" 9.231!2" 0.004!3"
HybridInf 9.231!2" 9.226!2" 0.005!3"
Polson et al.a ¯ 9.22608!7" 0.0028!8"
aReference 15.
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solute free energy for the soft-sphere system. We consider
both the amount of computation spent and the quality of the
result obtained. All results for the 256-particle system size at
kT /!=0.5, with calculations run on an Intel Core2 Quad
Q9550 Yorkfield 2.83 GHz processor. We gauge accuracy of
the Helmholtz free energy calculated from each method
against the finite-size result determined from TI for the 256-
particle system. The error measure, 0, inclusive of accuracy
and precision is given by

0 =
$

N
/!Amethod ! ATI"2 + !"SE"2, !26"

where "SE is the standard error of the mean in the final result.
Even though it is the baseline for accuracy, we can ex-

amine TI among the other methods here. We consider the
tradeoffs in accuracy and precision by changing the amount
of sampling at each temperature, as well as the number of
temperature points used for the integration. For the latter, we
present the error and computation time using 30, 16, and 8
temperature points !distributed across the full temperature
range", which are indicated in Fig. 7 by m30, m16, and m8,
respectively. The quantity that varies within each curve is the
number of samples collected at each temperature—the larg-
est number of samples has 500.106 MC trials, and other
points use a half, a quarter and an eighth of this amount.
Comparing m30, m16, and m8, Fig. 7 shows that the error
measure for the TI calculation decreases as more data points
are used in the temperature integration and the result ap-
proaches the baseline value and the accuracy !by definition"
improves !the rightmost m30 point has contribution only
from the standard error". Of course, proportionally, more
computation effort is required with the additional integration
points. We also note that additional sampling !comparing

points within each curve" lowers the error more for m30 than
m8, indicating that for m8 the accuracy of the integration is
more important than the precision of the MC averages in
determining the overall error. Not shown in the plot, we also
examined the sensitivity of the TI free-energy results to order
of the polynomial fit. The decreasing orders of the polyno-
mial fit from the original sixth-order to fifth-, fourth- and
third-order show that errors introduced by the simple fitting
function are about the same order as the other errors reflected
in the plot.

Turning now to the other methods, all employ simula-
tions that sample a maximum of 50.106 MC trials !except
for DB, which involves only an eigenvalue calculation",
which for overlap sampling means that this is the total
amount of sampling considering both the reference and target
simulations. Results for the perturbation methods are pre-
sented as a sequence of points, such that the rightmost point
is the 50.106 sample and subsequent points !to the left" use,
respectively, one half and one quarter of this amount.

We note first that the DB approach is quickest but also
the least accurate among those plotted !notwithstanding the
approximation of the free energy with Ulat alone, which as
indicated on the plot corresponds to a point that is well off
the scale, both to the left and above". The CB approach is a
step up in accuracy compared to DB, though it is signifi-
cantly more computationally expensive !by about three or-
ders of magnitude" without providing anything close to a
comparable improvement in accuracy; however there is room
for improvement of the implementation of this method by
exploiting the symmetries of the correlations.13 For this rea-
son, even though the perturbation methods build on the LD
results, we do not include the computation time required to
set up the reference LD system when plotting the computa-
tion time for the perturbation methods. We do not want pos-
sible inefficiencies in the CB calculation to influence the
assessment of the perturbation methods. In this regard we
note that the umbrella sampling takes longer computation
time than Bennett’s overlap sampling, even though the re-
spective points for both represent the same amount of sam-
pling. This is mainly because at each step in umbrella sam-
pling when an atom is proposed to move, the simulation will
spend a great deal of time calculating the harmonic energy
due to the atomic position change. The simulation becomes
even more computationally expensive when a larger system
size is being simulated.

In terms of the error measure, both Bennett’s overlap
sampling and umbrella sampling are capable of providing
equally good results and are obviously performing better
than pure CB and DB. However, there are variations in the
measured error for the results from different perturbation
methods applied to the LD approaches. This can be ex-
plained through the configuration space dissimilarity and
how well the methods as implemented here are tuned #via +
in Eqs. !14" and !17"$ to accommodate these differences. As
described above, optimal values of + were estimated in brief
overlap-sampling runs performed before the calculations
summarized in Fig. 7 were conducted. We observe !after the
fact" that for BenDB the estimated + is reasonably good, +
0-, yet the error is relatively high. This reflects a small

FIG. 7. The error measurement from Eq. !26" is plotted against the compu-
tation time !in hours" for 256-particle system size. The TI result is presented
such that each curve represents results using a different number of tempera-
ture data points. E.g., TI-m30 indicates TI with 30 temperature data points.
Within each TI curve, each point symbolizes the amount of sampling, start-
ing from right to left: 500, 250, 125, and 62.5.106 MC trials. For the
perturbation methods, the points plotted for each method are results col-
lected with 50 !the rightmost", 25 !middle", and 12.5.106 !leftmost" MC
steps. The numbers in parentheses next to the arrow indicate the Ulat com-
putation values.
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overlap between the DB-harmonic reference system and the
target system, making the perturbation difficult. The
umbrella-sampling implementation !UmbDB", which uses
the same good value of +, is on the other hand is not affected
by this poor overlap. It yields a better result because it is
defined to sample both reference and target systems, and it
need only be able to easily transition back and forth between
them in the course of sampling. For the CB-perturbation
case, we find !again, after the fact" that the final ratio of - is
40 times less than the initial estimated + value. As a conse-
quence the umbrella sampling was adversely impacted be-
cause the sampling favors one system over the other. In con-
trast, this inefficiency is less of a factor in the overlap-
sampling application because the simulation was able to
compensate by adjusting the allocation of the number of
steps to the target or reference sampling according to the
uncertainty of the ratio in the perturbation. In this specific
case, the overlap-sampling simulation needs more samples
from the harmonic perturbation and is able to obtain a large
number of samples by adjusting the allocation of steps be-
tween the target and reference perturbation. This allowed
BenCB to perform better than BenDB because more samples
are being collected for the harmonic system and each step in
the harmonic system represents an independent sample.

Also reported in Fig. 7 is the N-hybrid method results
obtained by combining the harmonic free energy of 256 par-
ticles with AC determined from overlap sampling with 32
!Hybrid256-32" and 108 !Hybrid256-108" particles; in this
context we can include BenDB, which might also be called
Hybrid256-256. The N-hybrid method has performed very
well in terms of computation time and accuracy. As observed
from the plot, the error measurements for the Hybrid256-32
and Hybrid256-108 are better than the standard BenDB ap-
proach. This is because the error from the latter is largely
contributed by the large uncertainty in the 256-particle per-
turbation results. Seemingly, as the best combination of low
error and low computation time, the Hybrid256-108 has a
better balance between the accuracy and precision than the
results of Hybrid256-32 !which is precise but less accurate"
and BenDB !which is accurate but less precise".

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined several means to compute the free
energy of a system of soft spheres at conditions where it
forms an fcc crystal. We find that the CB harmonic system
has little advantage in terms of accuracy in comparison to the
much less computationally expensive DB harmonic system.
The situation where CB may find some advantage is for sys-
tems where the derivatives are difficult to evaluate, or for
hard potentials where the DB method is not appropriate.

Umbrella- and overlap-sampling free-energy perturba-
tion methods can be used to correct an appropriately defined
harmonic system to yield the true free energy of the solid,
but only for sufficiently small systems, on the order of about
100 atoms or fewer. Overlap sampling !with Bennett’s opti-
mization" is more efficient than umbrella sampling, but much
of this advantage has to do with a !perhaps avoidable" need
to recalculate the entire harmonic energy for each atom dis-

placement trial. The overlap-sampling approach also is able
to exploit a very appealing feature of a harmonic-system
simulation, namely the ability to generate truly independent
configurations de novo, without requiring a Markov process.

The often-used approximation in which the free energy
is given by the lattice energy alone yields errors that are
completely off the scale of the precision and accuracy errors
considered here. However it should be noted that in compar-
ing two crystal structures, which is often the purpose of these
calculations, much of the error involved in the approximation
may cancel when examining the free-energy difference. We
have shown in this particular case the importance of the en-
tropic contribution in the determination of the relative stabil-
ity between two crystalline structures, fcc and hcp for the
r!12 soft potential. The inclusion of entropic effect increases
the hcp-fcc free-energy difference by approximately a factor
of 30, compared to considering merely the lattice-energy dif-
ference between the two structures.

The most interesting outcome of this work is the obser-
vation that the correction to the DB harmonic free energy is
apparently independent of system size. This permits it to be
calculated for small systems, where the free-energy perturba-
tion methods are effective, and then added to an approximate
harmonic free energy computed for an arbitrarily large sys-
tem size !or perhaps extrapolated to the infinite system",
thereby providing directly the free energy of the crystal of
interest for a system size equal to that of the harmonic ref-
erence. Further study will be needed to determine whether
this result applies as well to more complicated systems
formed from multiatomic molecules.
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF UNCERTAINTY/
STANDARD DEVIATION

In determining uncertainties in the free-energy difference
from perturbation methods, we have observed that the usual
propagation of error approaches fails when there is very little
overlap between the reference and the target systems. The
free-energy difference is given as ,A=!kT#ln!11"! ln!10"$,
where 10 and 11 are the averages in Eqs. !15" and !18". The
standard propagation of error, based on the first-order trun-
cated Taylor series, estimates the standard deviation as ",A

=kT/!"10
/10"2+ !"11

/11"2. The standard propagation of er-
ror only works well when working with a linear function or
when the uncertainty is small. However, neither of these con-
ditions hold in the context of our calculation when "1 /1 is
large !220%". In many such cases, the uncertainty from
propagation of error is prone to bias and underestimates the
actual uncertainty in the free energy.

We have introduced a new method to estimate the uncer-
tainty in ln!1", as a way to circumvent the breakdown of the
propagation of error in this situation. We would anticipate
power-law dependence between the uncertainty and total
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number of samples, Ntotal, which is given as "3Ntotal
!B . In the

limit of very large Ntotal, we would expect B=0.5. However,
in some cases, B might be less than 0.5 and this method is
designed to determine B and to use the power-law to esti-
mate ". The procedure is outlined below:

• Step 1. First, we collect the ratio 1, for each perturba-
tion from the simulation with an interval that is suffi-
ciently large to ensure that the simulation samples are
independent and uncorrelated.

• Step 2. The simulation samples are then grouped into
blocks of size 2n, with n being an integer ranging from
0 to nmax. nmax is the maximum n-value that gives us at
least four blocks of samples. For each value of n, we
next average ln!1i" over the resulting Nb blocks, where
1i is the value of 1 averaged over the 2n samples in
ith-block. The standard deviation of ln!1i" can be ob-
tained as "ln!1i" for each different n.

• Step 3. In order to determine the power-law dependence
of "ln!1i" on Nb, we plot ln!"ln!1i"" versus ln!Nb". Due to
the poor statistical behavior when there are very few
blocks, we discard the last third of the data points. We
next do a linear fit to the last 4 points of the remaining
data to determine its slope, !B and intercept, ln!C";
with equation given as

ln!"ln!1i"" = ! B ln!Nb" + ln!C" . !A1"

The uncertainty "ln!1i" can now be represented as
"ln!1i"=CNb

!B.

• Step 4. In some cases, B from step 3 exceeds 0.5, but in
our experience, this is due to statistical noise. We set
B=0.5 when this happens and recalculate C according
to the average value of ln!"ln!1i""+0.5 ln!Nb" over the
four points that we used to fit the line.

• Step 5. The standard deviation of ln!(1)" using all simu-
lation samples can be estimated by extrapolating Eq.
!A1" to Nb=Ntotal, with B and C values that we have
found in step 3 or 4.

This procedure should provide a conservative estimate
of the uncertainty since the value of B is increasing with Nb.
In testing, we have found that this procedure provides esti-
mates of the uncertainty that are much better than the stan-
dard propagation of error estimate in cases where the uncer-
tainty in 1 is large.
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